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ABOUT BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT WEEK
On October 3 to 5, 2017, the
Belarusian Transport Week took
place in Minsk, which included the XI
International Specialised Exhibition
‘Transport and Logistics 2017’ and a
rich business programme.
The
Belarusian
Transport
Week plays a significant role in
the
development
of
transport
infrastructure and logistics system
of the Republic of Belarus and the
neighbourhood countries, facilitates
innovation and investments, growth of
international transportation.
The
Exhibition
‘Transport
and
Logistics–2017’
involved
76 organisations from 9 countries of the
world(Belarus,Russia,Ukraine,Armenia,
Lithuania, Latvia, Austria, France,
Sweden). Participants of the exhibition
represented transport and logistics
centres, motor vehicles manufacturers
and dealers, suppliers of equipment
for logistics centres, insurance
companies, sea port administrations
and railway administrations from the
CIS, neighbouring countries and
beyond. Apart from individual stands
of companies, the National Stand of
Latvia, collective stands of Klaipeda
port and port companies, SouthCaucasian railroad, BAIF Association
of International Forwarding Agents and
Logistics were represented.

Stadler-Minsk CJSC, Belarusian
Potash Company OJSC, BelorusneftMinskavtozapravka Republican Unitary
Enterprise (RUE), Joint Company
(JC )Transit LLC, IBA IT Park Foreign
Production Unitary Enterprise (FPUE),
IMEXTRADE Foreign Production Unitary
Trade Enterprise (FUPTE), Federal
State Budgetary Institution of Additional
Professional Education ‘Educational and
Methodological Centre for Education
in Railway Transport’, AvantRetail LLC,
CargoSpectre LLC, TUT and TAM
Logistics Additional Liability Company
(ALC) and others participated in the
exhibition for the first time.
The business programme of the
Belarusian Transport Week included

plenary session, conferences and
seminars in which domestic and
foreign experts presented modern
technological solution in the field
of transport and logistics. During
these events, issues of passenger
transportation,
improvement
of
cargo transportation, palletisation
and effective management in
supply chains, provision of safety of
traffic and transport operation were
discussed.
Coverage of the Belarusian
Transport Week in the Belarusian and
foreign mass media was provided by
8 information partners representing
the leading printed media and
Internet-portals.
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
ON COOPERATION
On October 3, 2017, at the
Belarusian
Transport
Week,
negotiations of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of
the Republic of Belarus with the
European Bank of Reconstruction
and Development took place.
Minister
of
Transport
and
Communications Anatoliy Sivak
headed the Belarusian delegation.
Negotiations included actual issues
of the international cooperation,
prospects of realisation of the
EBRD’s transport infrastructure
projects in the Republic of Belarus.

Edvīns Bērziņš, Vladimir Morozov

Belarusian Railway signed a
Memorandum on Cooperation in
the development of Belarus–Latvia
speed trains cargo transportation.
The document was signed by
Vladimir Morozov, Head of the
Belarusian Railway and Edvīns
Bērziņš, President of the Latvian
Railways State Joint Stock Company
(SJSC).
The parties have agreed to
undertake joint efforts for the
development cargo transportation via
Minsk–Riga speed trains from Belarus
and back under the brand name Cargo
Express Train Minsk–Riga; to facilitate
its operation. The document stipulates
coordination of cooperation with
consignees, consignors, forwarding
and stevedore companies and other
participants of the transport services
market.
Also, an agreement between the
Belarusian Railway and the Belarusian

State University of Transport (BSUT)
was signed. The document was
signed by the Head of the Belarusian
Railway Vladimir Morozov and rector
of the University Yuriy Kulazhenko. The
agreement stipulates development
of the system of long-term partner
relation in the field of scientific and
research, development and innovation
activities, improvement of the quality
of personnel training and additional
training, conducting trials of railway
transport at the BSUT training field
centre.

Yuriy Kulazhenko, Vladimir Morozov
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Head of the Belarusian Railway
Vladimir Morozov held several work
meetings with heads of railway
administrations and transport and
logistics companies: Mantas Bartuska,
Director General of Lithuanian
Railways JSC, K. Alpysbaev, President
of NC KTZ JSC, Edvins Berzins,
President of the Latvian Railways
SJSC, Sergei Valko, Director General
of the South Caucasus Railway CJSC,
Aleksey Grom, President of UTLC JSC.
Stand of the Association of
International Road Carriers ‘BAMAP’
hosted international negotiations with
representatives of the National Union
of Road Hauliers of Romania. Andrius
Pulokas, Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of Lithuanian
Republic in the Republic of Belarus
also visited the stand.
On October 4, negotiations
of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications with the Saeima of
the Republic of Lithuania took place.
The parties exchanged opinions on
urgent issues of Belarusian-Latvian
cooperation in the field of transport
and logistics. The Latvian delegation
reviewed the exhibition.
On October 5, within the Belarusian
Transport Week, Anatoliy Kalinin,
Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic
of Belarus held a work meeting with the
Lithuanian delegation on cooperation
in the field of transport. It involved
Ri�ardas Degutis, Vice Minister of
Transport and Communication of
the Republic of Lithuania, Arvydas
Vaitkus, Head of the Port of Klaipeda
and Mantas Bartuska Head of the
Lithuanian Railways, Andrius Pulokas,
Ambassador
Extraordinary
and
Plenipotentiary of Lithuanian Republic
in the Republic of Belarus, Aleksandr
Korol, Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the Republic of
Belarus in the Lithuanian Republic, as
well as representatives of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of
Belarus.
The
parties
noted
effective
cooperation established between the
Republic of Belarus and the Republic
of Lithuania in various fields including
transport and logistics. Participants of
the meeting discussed urgent issues
of further cooperation for mutual
development and financial provision
for the realisation of projects on
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modernisation of Belarus-Lithuania
border and customs infrastructure
in Kamenny Log and Medininkai
checkpoints, as well as transport
infrastructure, in particular, automobile
road connecting Minsk and Vilnius.
The negotiations resulted in approved
readiness of both the Belarusian ad
the Lithuanian parties to continue close
contacts for the development and
implementation of coordinated solutions
for the benefit of both countries.
A meeting of the representatives
of Association ‘BAMAP’, Belarusian
transport
companies
with
the
delegation of the National Union of
Road Hauliers of Romania UNTRR
took place. During the meeting, its
parties noted a range of urgent issues
for the international road carriers of
Belarus and Romania. In particular,
during the discussion, the parties
discussed provision of the Belarusian
and Romanian carriers with traffic
passes for the territories of both
countries; features of heavy vehicle
and (or) large vehicle carriage in
Belarus and in Romania; problems the
Belarusian and the Romanian carriers
have during international carriages.
The parties also stressed the
problem of delays at the UkraineRomania and Ukraine-Serbia borders
and agreed to provide mutual
assistance in solving problems of
automobile carriers on the territory of
their countries.
On October 5, within the Belarusian
Transport Week, stand of Association
‘BAMAP’ hosted a business meeting
of the representatives of automobile
transport of two countries, Republic
of Belarus and Finland, as well as of
heads of the national associations of
carriers of both parties. The Finnish
delegation was headed by Teppo
Mikola, President of Association
‘SKAL’, the Belarusian delegation
was headed by Nikolai Borovoi,
Head of Association ‘BAMAP’. Sergei
Negrei, Deputy Director of Transport
and Infrastructure Department of the
Eurasian Economic Commission also

Teppo Mikola, Nikolai Borovoi

took part in the negotiations of the two
associations.
An exchange of opinion and
professional position on a wide
range of issues took place during
the business meeting. The arties
exchanged information on the
condition of international automobile

carriages on the territories of the
Republic of Belarus and the Republic
of Finland. Attention of the Finnish
and Belarusian associations was also
focused on the issues of the lack of
drivers for international automobile
carriages and efforts taken for training
professional personnel.
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October 3, 2017

OFFICIAL OPENING
OF THE BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT WEEK

Anatoliy Sivak

The opening ceremony involved
Anatoliy Sivak, Minister of transport
and communications of the Republic
of Belarus; Uldis Reimanis, Deputy
Secretary of State of the Ministry of
Transport of Latvia; Andei Rybak,
Chairman of the Standing Commission
on Industry, Fuel-Energy Complex,
Transport and Communication of
the House of Representatives of the
National Assembly of the Republic
of Belarus; Valery Borodenya,
Deputy Chairman of the Standing
Commission on Budget and Finance
of the House of Representatives of the
National Assembly of the Republic of
Belarus, Chairman of the Executive
Board of the Belarusian Union of
Transport Workers Republican Public
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Association (RPA); Nikolai Borovoi,
Director General of the Association of
International Road Carriers ‘BAMAP’;
Nikolai Gorbel, Chairman of the
Association ‘BAIF’, Director General
of Belmagistralavtotrans OJSC and
other officials.
Anatoliy
Sivak,
Minister
of
Transport and Communication and
Deputy Chairman of the Organising
Committee welcomed guests with
an opening address. He underlined
a rich business programme planned
within the Belarusian Transport
Week. Conferences and seminars
were aimed at exchanging opinions,
expressing various points of view,
having fruitful meetings with partners.
The Minister of Transport and
Communication also wished all the
participants success, good contracts
and contacts.
Uldis Reimanis, Deputy Secretary
of State of the Ministry of Transport
of Latvia, noted that the Republic of
Latvia has taken part in the forum
for the eleventh time. He added that
this was the first year when aviation
sector was presented at the Latvian
exhibition.
Andei Rybak, Chairman of the
Standing Commission on Industry,
Fuel-Energy Complex, Transport
and Communication of the House
of Representatives of the National
Assembly of the Republic of Belarus
noted that the Belarusian Transport
Week has once again proven its
international nature. In his opinion,
this is the evidence of our country
being a transport corridor between
the economic regions of Europe and
Asia. ‘I am sure that today’s event will
serve further promotion of interests
of our transport enterprises and our
partners in the field of development of
transport services’ underlined Andrei
Rybak.
Valery
Borodenya,
Deputy
Chairman of the Standing Commission
on Budget and Finance of the House
of Representatives of the National
Assembly of the Republic of Belarus,
Chairman of the Executive Board of the
Belarusian Union of Transport Workers
RPA announced a seminar dedicated
to the development of passenger
transport. Valery Borodenya considers
participation of local authorities in the
seminar an important feature of the
seminar.

Uldis Reimanis

Andrei Rybak

Valery Borodenya
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A symbolic cutting of the red ribbon
was accompanied by the sound of
fanfare.
Then the delegation reviewed the
exhibition. Special attention was drawn
at the Belarusian Railway celebrating
its 155th anniversary this year, as well
as National stand of Latvia and other
exhibits.
After the review of the exhibition,
Anatoliy Sivak, Minister of Transport
and Communications of the Republic
of Belarus answered numerous
questions asked by journalists of the
central TVchannels and the leading
domestic printed mass media. In
particular, Anatoliy Sivak noted that
the aim of event planned within the
Belarusian Transport Week is joining
efforts of shipper and carrier. The
Minister underlined how important
it was that meetings of both parties
took place. ‘Here, events take
place at various levels. Traditionally,
we meet at the level of ministers.
Ministerial meeting have a stable, well
established communication. Given
that, the main goal of the Belarusian
Transport Week is in providing
possibility not only for ministers,
but also for logistics departments
of the Belarusian enterprises at the
level of their employees to have a
dialogue with personnel of the foreign
companies and organisations’ said
Anatoliy Sivak.
Anatoliy Kalinin, Chairman of
the Organising Committee of the
Belarusian Transport Week, Deputy
Prime Minister of the Republic of
Belarus looked around the exhibition
and
answered
the
questions
of the journalists. During the
interview, urgent issued of creation
and development of transport
infrastructure,
of
international
cooperation were raised.
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Plenary Session
‘Integration of Transport and Logistics System of Belarus
and the Silk Road Economic Belt’
In his opening remarks, Andrei
Korolev, Director General of BelNIIT
Transtechnika
underlined
the
importance of the forum and grounded
it saying that logistics activities have
already embraced all branches of
economy and continues to influence
competitiveness of goods.
Alexey
Avramenko,
First
Deputy Minister of Transport and
Communications of the Republic of
Belarus, had his welcoming speech.
He said: ‘I can only note that the role
of this event grows annually; and
many foreign professionals come
to Belarus. We are glad to provide a
platform for discussing prospective
directions of development of transport
and logistics.’
Cui
Qiming,
Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
the PRC in the Republic of Belarus
noted in his speech: ‘Joint realisation
of the Silk Road project stipulates
cooperation based on the principles
of sincerity and mutual benefit, which
China has always adhered to since
the establishment of the diplomatic

relations with Belarus. Last year, Xi
Jinping and Alexander Lukashenko
have decided to take our relations to a
new level, that of strategic partnership
and mutually beneficial cooperation.
Belarus has a unique geographic
advantage and particularly convenient
economic and cultural conditions. The
county is situated at the border of the
EU and the Eurasian Economic Union
attracting with its social and political
stability and developed transport and
Yuri Dubina

logistics infrastructure, as well. Belarus
has become the most important part
in joint building of the Silk Road.’
Concluding his speech Cui Qiming
wished success to all the participants
of the session.
Then, Yuri Dubina, Head of
the Railway Transport Department
of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications took the floor. He
underlined the fact that the Ministry
aims to increase accessibility of
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transport services. He also spoke
about further plans: for example, that
creation of favourable conditions
for the development of multi-modal
transport centres is stipulated by
2030.
Vladimir Morozov, Head of
Belarusian Railway SA, spoke about
the development of transport and
logistics activities of the Belarusian
Railway within the framework of
realisation of the Silk Road Economic
Belt concept. He also underlined
the importance of exchanging
experience and consolidated efforts
for the provision of customers with
high-quality services: ‘Each year in
October, we meet our neighbours,
partners and colleagues in order to
discuss problems and tasks of each
and every transport workers: railroad,
automobile, air and sea transport
workers. It is necessary to constantly
elevate the quality of services through
robust competition. Topic of the
today’s session have been discussed
last year; and I am proud that we all
are discussing our common goal
at the round table so that business
would work for the wealth of our main
customer, consumer. We ought to
join efforts of all participants of the
transport and logistics processes;
then it would give our clients a truly
high-quality service. So I wish you
coherence in your actions because
that is what makes us stronger and
thus, we create conditions for the
development of economy.’
Then, Kanat Alpysbaev, President
of JSC NC KTZ gave his speech. He
elaborated on the main aspects of the
development of container carriage
East–West
underlining
several
complicated moments: ‘We need to
look ahead: marker requirements
will demand further delivery upgrade
and we have to comply.’ He also
noted the importance of the event
itself: ‘Belarusian Transport Week
is a large-scale event and a good
platform for us to exchange opinions
and blueprint the prospects for further
cooperation.’
Maciej Libiszewski, Chairman
of Executive Committee of PKP
CARGO JSC delivered a speech
‘“PKP CARGO” JSC in the Silk
Road: accumulated experience
and upcoming challenges’. He
underlined that PKP CARGO is the

Vladimir Morozov

Kanat Alpysbaev

Maciej Libiszewski
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largest in Poland and the second in
the EU cargo carrier, and the main
direction of its activity is railway
carriage. He also spoke about
plans on modernisation of railway
infrastructure in Poland by 2023
emphasising favourable geographic
position of Poland because it can be
useful in solving tasks outlined at the
session.
Edvins Berzins, President of
the Latvian Railways SJSC made
a presentation ‘Latvia and Latvian
Railways as a logistics centre
between Asia and Europe’. He noted
that all parts of a transit corridor
between Europe and Asia, which
includes the Republic of Belarus as
well, are important. At the present
moment, the main problem is in
creating a multi-modal connection. It
should be noted that due to creation

Gerimantas Bakanas

Arvydas Vaitkus

Edvins Berzins

of the Great Stone industrial park in
Belarus wide possibilities open for
the Baltic States. ‘Railway business
is highly competitive these days,

yet cooperation takes centre stage’
noted the Head of the Latvian
Railways.
Gerimantas Bakanas, Deputy
Director General of Lithuanian
Railways SJSC, made a presentation
‘Container trains Europe–China–
Europe: region’s prospect in
transit servicing’ in which he noted
the importance of Belarus in the
development of infrastructure for
the new Silk Road. ‘Our goal is
to launch regular trains to China.
Our guideline is 5,000 trains, 500
of which are inter-modal ones.
To do that, we work on solving
tasks, such as the search of new
transport ways, increasing delivery
speed, modernisation of the rolling
equipment and development of
inter-modal solutions’ concluded
Gerimantas Bakanas.
Evgeny Mayorov, First Deputy
Head of the Kaliningrad Railway made
a presentation ‘Transport and transit
potential of the Kaliningrad Railway’
emphasising the important role of the
Kaliningrad Railway in the transport
market. ‘On September 25, the first
container train was launched to China
passing Kaliningrad region. Cargo
delivery time is three times shorter
which is a true breakthrough’ noted
Evgeny Mayorov.
Arvydas Vaitkus, Director General
of Klaipeda Seaport Authority
Administration SE, presented a
speech ‘The role of Klaipeda port
and potential of the development of
its infrastructure – future outlook’.
He underlined reliable partnership
with Belarus and shared plans for
the future: development of additional
terminals, bottom dredging and
cooperation with China through the
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Great Stone Belarus-China industrial
park.
Yu Minghua, Deputy Director
General of China Merchants ChinaBelarus
Commerce&Logistics
Corporation CJSC, spoke about the
role of the company in the global
supply chains on the Eurasian
continent. Presenting the company’s
new project he underlined the
importance of the Republic of Belarus
as a strategic location in the Asia–
Europe transport corridor.
Stepan Polonik, Director of the
China-Belarus centre of economic
research ‘One belt, one road’ of
BSU concluded the session with his
speech ‘Advantages and prospects
of Belarus in creating the Silk Road
Economic Belt’. He underlined the
importance of high-quality scientific
basis for solving problems connected
with the creation of the new Silk Road,
noted the usefulness and precision of
mathematic models used for that. ‘It
is hard for small open economies to
create a model of highly competitive
country alone; that is why finding a
complementary partner is of utmost
importance’
concluded
Stepan
Polonik.

Yu Minghua

Stepan Polonik
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October 4, 2017
International Scientific and Practical Conference
‘Containerisation and Effective Management
in Supply Chains’
Anna Ryabova, Deputy Minister of
Communication and Informatisation
of the Republic of Belarus, delivered
a speech at the opening of the
conference. She said: ‘The Ministry of
Communications and Informatisation
is closely linked to the Ministry of
Transport and Communications and
today, a range of important projects
on the development of the transport
sector are under implementation.
By 2020, it is planned to create
intellectual
transport
systems,
introduce systems of electronic
document management, create
paperless trade systems.’
Nikolai Gorbel, Head of ‘BAIF’
Association, elaborated on the main
directions of improving effectiveness
of the transport and logistics system
of the Republic of Belarus. He noted
growing demand on container
shipment due to its universal nature
allowing shipment of cargo of any
kind. ‘One of the most important
directions is transfer to electronic
documentation. Experience of our
Ukrainian colleagues may be an

example: introduction of electronic
document management in ports of
Ukraine helped reduce time of cargo
execution from 3 hours to 15 minutes

and its load from 15 hours to 3 hours’
noted Nikolai Gorbel.
Aleksandr Evsiuk, First Deputy
Head of the Department of Freight
Operation and Foreign Economic
Activity of the Belarusian Railway,
made a presentation ‘Main directions
of the development of freight shipment
on the Belarusian Railway’. He
underlined the potential of container
shipment yet noted that this kind of
transportation makes only 3% of the
whole freight turnover in the republic.
‘It is connected with prior use of
automobile transport in our country
due to a more developed infrastructure.
That is why it is necessary for the
development of container shipment
to make it generally accessible for the
cargo owners, to simplify organisation
of shipment and improve the quality
of service which will further lead
to increasing competitiveness of
container shipment’ noted Aleksandr
Evsiuk.
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Conference
‘New Directions in Organisation of Passenger Transportation’
Andrei Korolev, Director General
of BelNIIT Transtechnika, was the
moderator of the conference.
Aleksandr Shishko, Deputy Minister
of Transport and Communications,
opened the event with his welcoming
remarks.
In his speech Vadim Donchenko,
Candidate of Technical Sciences,
Scientific Director of the Scientific
and Research Institute of Motor
Transport (NIIAT), addressed issues,
such as measures for transport
demand
management,
factors
decreasing efficiency of realisation
of programmes of development
of
urban
transport
systems,
and spoke about the tasks of
sustainable urban transport policy.
The speaker also shared Moscow’s
experience; spoke about the system
of paid parking and physical redistribution of road space between
the travellers. ‘We need further
development of the information and
telecommunication technologies,
development of “electro-mobility”,
closer attention to healthy living,
bicycles in particular. It is not only
solution of a transport problem, but
also the use for people’s health’ the
speaker noted.
Then, Vizma Leonova, Head of the
Law Department of Road Transport
Administration Latvia State Limited
Liability Company (SLLC), took
the floor. She presented a speech
‘Quality of public transport in Latvia’
sharing the experience of her country
in the field of organisation of public
transport traffic. ‘We should satisfy the
needs of a person choosing public
transport’ underlined Vizma Leonova.
‘The need is not only moving from
point A to point B. We should provide
the service in full which includes four
basic factors: accessibility, safety,
usability and modernity. Accessibility
is regulated by our legislation which
stipulates accessibility of the public
transport for people with reduced
mobility. Besides, a person shall have
the possibility to reach educational
and medical institutions and along
with this public transport should travel
at intervals, which also means its
accessibility.’

Vadim Donchenko

Vizma Leonova

Lunas Baužis
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Linas Baužys, Deputy Director
General, Director of Passenger
Transportation Directorate of the
Lithuanian Railways SJSC, spoke
about solutions facilitating the choice
of railway as a way to travel. He
drew attention to practical issues,
such as, for example, transportation
of bicycles and Wi-Fi: ‘Additional
places for storing bicycles have been
arranged, bicycles can be transported
from Vilnius to Kaunas for free. Also,
speed passenger connection Minsk–
Vilnius for 300 seats will appear
with business class compartments,
comfortable seats and place for
baggage. There were complications
with arranging Wi-Fi working both on
the territory of Lithuania and Belarus,
but out IT-professionals figured that
out.’
Aleksandr Kazachok, Deputy Head
of the Passenger Service Department
of the Belarusian Railway SA, spoke
about the system of ticket sales:
‘Creation of a united complex for
managing booking and sale of tickets
should allow centralised management
of the travel documents booking, sales
and control processes, lower resource
intensity and power intensity of the
ticket servicing, broaden application of
flexible tariff policy, as well as provide
the possibility of integration with the
outside systems of travel documents
sale.’ Aleksandr Kazachok also
underlined that the system of travel
documents sale through the Internet
is constantly developing and gaining

Ivan Aliseiko

Aleksandr Kazachok

popularity among the passengers
because it doesn’t require visiting a
ticket office. ‘We are open for dialogue
and cooperation’ underlined the
speaker.
Ivan Aliseiko, Head of the
Department of Transport Activity
Control of the Transport Inspection
of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications of the Republic
of Belarus SI, spoke about new
approaches to the activity of the
Transport Inspection of the Ministry:
‘Supervisory measures are of targeted
and systemic nature and depend on

the region in which they take place.
During inspections, special attention
is drawn at violations influencing
safety of passenger transportation,
such as violation of resting time rules,
non-passage of tech inspection. The
share of violations is quite high. It
is planned to create an information
and analytical centre which would
become a “think tank” of the transport
inspection where data should be
processed and, if a violation was
detected, the information should be
promptly forwarded to the branches
of transport inspection for immediate
response. Another method is
monitoring without intervention into
the work of carriers.’
Vladimir Fundator, founder of
Alitex LLC, professional in the field
of organisation of passenger motor
transportation, presented a speech
‘Main problems of operation of the
system of intercity passenger motor
transportation and the possible ways
of solution considering international
experience’. He spoke about the
market of intercity passenger motor
transportation in Belarus in whole and
about main problems arising in this
field. Results of a weekly cut-off were
presented on a graph, which made it
was possible to follow the number of
intercity round trips in both regular and
non-regular communication in main
routes from Minsk.
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Sergei Popovsky, project lead
of the Department of Corporate
Solutions of IBA IT Park made a
presentation ‘System of dispatch
management
for
passenger
transportation operators’.
Pavel Kutsenko, Director of
Avtobus-Tur Trade Unitary Enterprise
(TUE), spoke about the development
of international passenger motor
transportation in Belarus. ‘Passenger
has become more demanding, and
with these demands, competition in
the transportation market grows which
gives development to the field of
international transportation in whole’
the speaker noted.
Then,
Vladimir
Sediukevich,
Candidate of Technical Sciences,
Associate Professor at the Transport
Systems
and
Technologies
Department of BNTU, took the floor.
He addressed the field of application
of various transport and technological
schemes of passenger motor
transportation.

Vladimir Fundator

Sergei Popovsky

Vladimir Sediukevich

Pavel Kutsenko

Aleksandr Shishko
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Conference
‘Improvement of Organisation of Cargo Transportation’
Aleksandr Shishko, Deputy Minister
of Transport and Communications of
the Republic of Belarus addressed
the participants and guests with
welcoming remarks. Then, Sergei
Negrei, Deputy Director of Transport
and Infrastructure Department of the
Eurasian Economic Commission,
delivered his speech. He said that
currently, in the EEU, the problem
of motor transport control is being
solved.
Besides, the EEU countries plan to
create a three-year road map which,
in particular, stipulates transfer to
digital technologies and improvement
of weight and dimensional norms.
Another important issue is transport
and logistics cooperation within
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO).
The second key issue of the
conference were prospects of
development of the international
transportation
connected
with
adoption of changes to the law of
the Republic of Belarus ‘On motor
transport and motor transportation’
and realisation of requirements of
the ECMT Quality Charter. ‘On July
17, this year, the Law on introduction
of changes was signed to enter into
force on January 23, 2018. The law
is aimed at protecting Belarusian
carriers’ noted Svetlana Makovskaya,
Head of the Department of Customs
Transit and Legislation of the ‘BAIF’
Association. She said the main
novelty was in a clear list of transport
documents. The law shall also
stipulate assignment of responsibility
for issuance of transportation and
shipping documents to the consignor.
It was noted that the ECMT
Quality Charter shall enter into force
on January 1, next year. The unified

Svetlana Makovskaya

Sergei Negrei

requirements of the documents
are financial stability, business
reputation of transport operators and
professional training of drivers and
transport managers.
Key topics of the conference
were
marketing
strategies
of

the
international
transportation,
development of the information
systems in logistics. Also, cargo
tampering in motor transport and
administrative legal protection of the
motor carriers on the border of the
Republic of Belarus were discussed.
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Seminar
‘Cities of Belarus on the Way to Sustainable Mobility’
The event was organised by
the Belarusian Union of Transport
Workers RPA, UNDP, Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection, Ministry of Transport and
Communications.
Welcoming speech was delivered
by Andrei Pilipchuk, Deputy Head
of the Department of Regulation of
Impact on Atmospheric Air and Water
Resources of the Ministry of Natural
Resources
and
Environmental
Protection of the Republic of
Belarus.
Participants of the meeting were
also greeted by Valery Borodenya,
Chairman of the Executive Board of the
Belarusian Union of Transport Workers
RPA, of the House of Representatives

Andrei Pilipchuk

Valery Borodenya

Irina Usova

of the National Assembly of the
Republic of Belarus, and Irina Usova,
Head of the UNDP project.
Valery Borodenya delivered a
speech on the topic ‘Sustainable
transport and sustainable mobility:
European fashion or the need of
the hour?’ ‘The main guideline
is European transport policy and
successful experience of cities in
the field of mobility management.
The goal of the European policy is to
create a transport system providing
high quality of services, their safety
and environmental protection’ noted
Valery Borodenya.
Irina Usova shared her experience
of participating in ‘CIVITAS FORUM’
conference. CIVITAS is an international
network of cities for the development
of sustainable transport.
Pavel Astapenya, Director of ETS
Consult LLC, delivered a speech
‘Smart solutions for sustainable
urban mobility: modern approaches
to
planning
urban
transport
infrastructure’.
Valentina Leonchik, UNDP National
Expert, Deputy Chairman of the
Belarusian Union of Transport Workers
RPA, spoke about participation of
cities and settlements of Belarus in
the European Mobility Week and its
features in 2017. ‘Cities already do
a lot in the direction of sustainable
mobility but they need methodological
and information support’ underlined
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Valentina
Leonchik.
She
also
added that there is a clear trend of
dependence of a city’s image on the
degree of development of the local
community.
In whole, it was noted that many
problems of our cities are due to the
uncontrolled automobilisation which
entails global threats to our planet:
deterioration
of
non-renewable
natural resources, growth of polluting
emissions and, consequently, climate
change.
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
(SUMP) were considered the most
effective instrument in achieving
the goal of balanced territory and
transport development; development
of such plans is mandatory for the
European cities with population of
more than 100 thousand people.
SUMP’s distinctive feature is that not
only it gives a thoroughly considered
strategy of urban development,
but also the process of constant
transformations in which, step by
step, an optimal movement structure
is formed, i. e. sustainable urban
mobility.
The seminar has become a
platform for constructive dialogue
of the representative of cities and
settlements which took part in the
international EHM-2017 campaign,
including representatives of the
local authorities, non-governmental
organisations and expert society.

Pavel Astapenya

Valentina Leonchik

Scientific and Practical Forum ‘Transport and Innovations’
On October 4, 2017, within the
framework of the Belarusian Transport
Week,
BelNIIT
Transtechnika
organised a scientific and practical
forum ‘Transport and innovations’
in the topic ‘Innovative solutions for
Passenger Transport’.
The goal of the event was to
discuss urgent issues solved by
transport organisations and scientific
institutions.
Representatives
of
transport
organisations
from
Belarus, Latvia, Ukrain and the

Russian Federation took part in the
forum.
The event took place on the
ground of Belkommunmash Holding
Managing company OJSC which
manufactures an innovative kind of
transport, electro-bus. Participants
of the forum had an opportunity to
evaluate advantages of the new kind
of transport during their travel from the
Football Arena to the place of forum.
The forum opened with a seminar
‘Prospects of development of

passenger transport for creation
of sustainable transport systems’.
Domestic
transport
developers
and manufacturers gave speeches
at the seminar: representatives of
Belkommunmash Holding Managing
company OJSC, BELAZ OJSC,
Stadler-Minsk CJSC, Joint Institute
of Mechanical Engineering of the
National Academy of Sciences of
Belarus.
The second block of the forum
within the framework of the seminar
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‘Information
Technologies
in
passenger Transport’ addressed
issues connected with introduction
of innovation technologies in the field
of passenger transport. Speeches
were delivered by representatives
of Solomenko Institute of Transport
problems of the Russian Academy

of Sciences FSBSI, RP SIA ‘Rigas
satiksme’, System technologies JLLC,
IBA IT Park. A speech delivered by
Yuliya Balanova from RP SIA ‘Rigas
satiksme’ representing the Latvian
experience in using IT technologies
provoked special interest of the forum
participants.

At the end of the forum
Director
General
of
BelNIIT
Transtechnika held an unformal
meeting with representatives of
the foreign delegations at which
the Agreement on cooperation
with CHERNOMORNIIPROEKT SI
(Ukraine) was signed.

I National Olympiad in Logistics
An unusual competition took place
on October 3–5 within the framework
of the XI Belarusian Transport Week2017. It was organised by the Ministry
of Transport and Communications,
Federation of Trade Unions of
Belarus and Department of Logistics
and Marketing of the International
University MITSO.
10 large companies took part
in the Olympiad. At its first stage,
contestants worked with various

tests, cases, tasks and demonstrated
their theoretic knowledge. At the
second stage, they searched for
mistakes in documents, packaging
and labelling of goods. Tasks with the
use of storage equipment were also
offered.
Winners of the theoretic stage
were selected by the judges from the
specialised department of MITSO;
in the second stage the judges
were practical workers, such as

administration of the storage complex
Electroservice&Co. LLC.
Eventually, SkyLine-Auto Private
Trade Unitary Enterprise (PTUE)
won the Olympiad. The second
and the third places were occupied
by
Belblankavyd
Publishing
House RUE and Minsk branch of
Beltamozhservice RUE, accordingly.
Participants and winners received
awards and memorable gifts from
partners.
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October 5, 2017
Seminar ‘Provision of Safety
of Traffic and Transport Operation’
The
event
was
organised
by the Ministry of Transport
and
Communications,
BelNIIT
Transtechnika Republican Unitary
Enterprise. Pavel Bozhanov, Deputy
Director General of the BelNIIT
Transtechnika, moderated the event.
Aleksandr Shishko, Deputy Minister
of Transport and Communications of
the Republic of Belarus, greeted the
participants of the seminar.
Igor Tumashik, senior researcher
of the Department of research in
the field of transport activity safety
of BelNIIT Transtechnika, spoke
about the state of safety of transport
activity in the Republic of Belarus.
‘It is important to adopt a targeted
policy for the prevention of accidence
and increase provision of resources

Aleksandr Shishko

Sergei Sherer

necessary for solving safety issues
of the transport activity. It is also of no
little interest to use positive foreign
experience’ underlined the speaker
telling about the situation in Belarus
and providing statistical data for the
country.
Sergei Sherer, Deputy Head of
the Aviation Safety, Flight Safety
and Safety of Transport Activity
Control Department of the Transport
Inspection,
spoke
about
the
development of control methods
providing transport safety.
State of vehicle accidents in
the Republic of Belarus was clearly
presented on a graph by Stanislav
Solovei, chief inspector for special
commissions of the Department
of State Automobile Inspection of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs. He
specifically considered children’s
injuries, as well as measures
undertaken for decreasing the rate.
Presentation ‘State technical
inspection of transport vehicles as
one of the elements of provision
transport activity safety’ was delivered
by Mikhail Mikhalovskiy, Head of the
Production and Technical Department
of Beltekhosmotr UE. He spoke about
the legal basis in the field of technical
rate setting and standardisation
applied at state technical inspection
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of transport vehicles.
Vitaliy Dembovskiy, Deputy Head of
Minsk City Department of the Ministry
of Emergency Situations (MES) of
the Republic of Belarus, spoke about
the problem of obstructed access
of firefighting and accident rescue
vehicles to the places of emergency
situations in high-rise districts in
Minsk. He presented photographs
of specific situations when the MES
vehicle could not reach the necessary
building which resulted in serious
injuries of people. ‘We always need to
think about how to park a car’ Vitaliy
Dembovskiy warned, ‘and speak
about it with our relatives, as well as
make remarks to those who parks
illegally. This issue seems hollow
exactly until the moment it concerns
your near and dear ones.’
Petr Mishanin, consultant of
the Department of state control
and inspection supervision for
the safety of flights of the Aviation
Department of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications,
presented a speech ‘State and ways
of improvement of safety of flights
and provision of aviation safety
in civil aviation of the Republic of
Belarus’. The speaker explained
the necessary aviation safety terms,
showed the graph of dynamics of
the state of safety for the period from
2011 to 2017 and also spoke about
the structure of authorities dealing
with the provision of transport safety.
The speaker also provided reported
data on aviation events over the
past period of 2017: ‘In the first six
months of this year, 9 aviation events
considered aviation incidents took
place. Aviation accidents and serious
aviation incidents on the ground were
not allowed. Aviation events were
caused by failure or break-down of
aviation equipment, 7 incidents, and
by influence of unfavourable factors
of ambient environment, 2 incidents’.
Nikolai Ulashchik, Deputy Chief
Road Inspector for the Rail Traffic

Nikolai Ulashchik

Vladimir Kuznetsov

Safety of the Belarusian Railway SA,
presented a speech ‘On the work
undertaken by the Belarusian Railway
on control for the provision of rail traffic
safety’. The speaker provided detailed
theoretical information on the issue:
told about the kinds of inspections
necessary for the provision of
traffic safety, on the annual and
periodic analyses of inspections, on
classification and identification of
transport accidents.
Vladimir Kuznetsov, Associate
Professor
at
the
Department
‘Management of Operation Work’
of the Belarusian State University of
Transport delivered a speech ‘The

concept of transport activity safety
control improvement in the field of
railway transport’. Among other, he
noted the following aspect connected
to the traffic safety: ‘Provision of
safety should be considered as a
total of economic, organisation and
legal, technical measures undertaken
by the state authorities, participants
of the transportation process and
other concerned parties and aimed
at prevention of transport accidents
and mitigation of risk of damage of life
and health of citizens, environment
or property’. Vladimir Kuznetsov also
spoke about the priorities of the state
control system development.
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PRESENTATION OF THE EXHIBITION
PARTICIPANTS
The stand of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of
the Republic of Belarus occupied
the key position in the exhibition.
The Ministry of Transport and
Communications of the Republic
of Belarus is in charge of the state
regulation and management in the field
of motor, sea, railway transport and
civil aviation. Main tasks of the Ministry
of Transport and Communications
are implementation of the united
road and transportation policy
aimed at creation of conditions to
satisfy the needs of economy and
population in transport services with
consideration of minimisation of the
harmful environmental impact, as well
as development and implementation
of transport activity development
programmes together with the
involved republican bodies of state
administration, other state organisations
subordinated to the Government of the
Republic of Belarus, local executive
and regulatory agencies.
The Ministry is also in charge of
formation and improvement of legal

grounds of functioning in the field if
transport activity, provision of effective
management of republican property
and improvement of effectiveness and
export competitiveness.
‘Exhibition of the collective stand
is aimed at presentation of the
potential of the transport complex
of the republic’ explained Sergei

Shpodarenko, Deputy Head of the
Centre of Information and Educational
Services of BelNIIT ‘Transtekhnika’.
‘The stand includes information on
the transport complex and logistics
structure of the Republic of Belarus,
on scientific elaborations in the field of
transport activity, products of industrial
organisations.’

Belarusian Railway celebrates
155 years in December 2017.
The Belarusian Railway’s stand
presented developments, such as

portal of electronic services of the
Belarusian Railway. It allows clients
of the Belarusian Railway undertake
operative search of a car, receive

information on the given list of cars
with the given regularity, and gives the
possibility to trace container in real
time through the Internet and receive
information on the last operation and
the time of its performance. The portal
was commissioned in March this year,
and now more than 40 organisations
use it.
Novelties of the Belarusian
Railway also include mobile version
of automated system ‘Electronic
shipment’ which allows remote
approval of cargo shipment process
and payment via a pad or a mobile
phone.
Besides, the Belarusian Railway
presented
the
possibilities
of
information terminals installed at the
railway stations. A passenger can
independently receive information
about the timetable of trains, shuttle
buses, arrange a necessary route
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with the help of these terminals. It is
planned to equip the terminals with
a function of audio- and video call
of on-duty information officer of the
Belarusian Railway Contact Centre.
Also, a ticket printing machine PS
TPM was presented designed to issue
travel documents for passengers

and hand baggage carriage in trains,
receipts for services provided on the
railway transport.
Vyacheslav
Sanzharovskiy,
employee of the Service of Cargo Work
and Foreign Economic Activity, noted:
‘Belarusian Railway has participated
in the exhibition for several years

in a row, and each year it leaves a
better impression. This year, many
people want to visit the stand and
have bilateral negotiation both with
administration and with professionals.
The main topic is development of
shipment and export of products to
external markets.’

BTLC
State
Enterprise
(Belintertrans Transport-Logistics
Centre) is an official forwarding
agent of the Belarusian Railway. This
year, the enterprise celebrates its
25th anniversary. BTLC is a member of
regional and international professional
associations and unions, has its
branches in all regional centres of
Belarus and representative offices in
Lithuania, Latvia, Russia, Germany,
Poland, China and Turkey. Besides,
the enterprise organises transport
and forwarding servicing, multi-modal
carriage, carriage of perishable
goods, cargo insurance and their
customs clearance.
‘We added a complex of
services on carriage of perishable
goods’ noted Natalia Litvinko,
leading marketing professional.
‘We deliver cargos to Europe,
China and Far East. We have a
specialised department in charge
of perishable goods carriage. Works
on modernisation of Kaliadzičy
station are underway; its scheme is
presented at our stand’.
One of the priority directions for
BTLC is China. The organisation deals

with the development of container
train shipment along the line China–
Europe–China. This year, many new
routes appeared connecting Chinese
cities with the European ones. The
advantage of the railway transport

is that it’s faster than sea one and
cheaper than air one. In its turn, the
enterprise guarantees its partners
security of their cargo, the possibility
of choosing an optimal route and
flexible terms of payment.

Association of International
Road Carriers ‘BAMAP’ is a union
of commercial entities and individual
entrepreneurs dealing with cargo and
passenger transportation including
international
connection.
The
association also involves organisations
willing to contribute to the development
of such transportations. Dmitry
Yatskevich, Head of the Department
of Economic Development and
Information Support, noted: ‘We
constantly participate in the exhibition.
Our association is a member of the
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Organising Committee; some of
our colleagues take active part in
the plenary discussion conferences

and seminars. We invited foreign
delegations. Each delegation has
its questions, mostly concerning

facilitation of transit of the Belarusian
carriers through the territories of other
countries.’

Association of International
Forwarders ‘BAIF’ is a non-profit
organisation established in 1994. It
unites 102 forwarding and logistics
organisations. ‘We participate in
the exhibition in order to promote
members
of
our
association,
broaden their activity and attract new
clients. We present ourselves as a
professional community of transport
workers and forwarding agents. We
also represent our own educational
centre. We strive to implement all
new achievements and innovation
technologies in the field of logistics’
noted Elena Ilyina, Director of
Association ‘BAIF’.
Today, the Association lays stress
on the development of complex
services: broadening of logistics,
simplification of trade procedures
and cooperation in it. Main priorities
include cancellation of bureaucratic
principles of paperwork. Tasks of the
Association also include coordination
of efforts of the ‘BAIF’ members in

broadening their business activities,
prevention of unfair competition
among them and representation and

protection of interests of forwarding
agents in state, public and other
organisations.

National stand of Latvia is
traditionally represented by the

Ministry of Transport of the Republic
of Latvia, Latvian Railways and ports

of Riga, Ventspils and Liepaja. In
particular, cooperation with Belarus
is performed through the work of
the Latvian representatives with the
Great Stone industrial park. ‘We
hope that cargo will be transported
through our ports and railway. We are
interested in cargo transportation to
Northern Europe. Latvia and Belarus
are neighbours, and neighbours
should live in peace and cooperate’
noted Lasma Abolinia, member of
the Department of Transit Policy of
the Republic of Latvia. Latvia has
its stand in each ‘Transport and
Logistics’ exhibition, i. e. for eleventh
time already. This trend demonstrates
stability and solidity of the LatviaBelarus cooperation. Lasma Abolinia
also noted that exhibition of the Latvia
airport has for the first time been
presented at the exhibition.
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Collective stand of the Port of
Klaipeda and port companies:
key partners of the port are countries,
such as Germany, the Netherlands
and China. Cargo transportations are
performed in 65 directions. ‘Our main
task is to develop the Port of Klaipeda
for the needs of all enterprises,
including Belarusian ones, because
Belarus uses it as the main port for its
foreign trade’ noted Arturas Drungilas,
Marketing and Corporate Affairs
Director of the Klaipeda Seaport
Authority Administration SE.
The Seaport Authority sees its goal
in the development of its infrastructure:
expansion of area, dockside dredging,
so that Belarus could use the
advantages of the size and scale. This
will allow our country reduce prime
cost of the transported cargo. ‘We
are completing the implementation
of the master plot plan of the port
development. We envisage widening
its territory for 210 ha, where we will
possibly attract investors from Belarus,
as well’ said Arturas Drungilas.

Minsk Automobile Plant OJSC
presented its three novelties at the
exhibition: low-floor city bus with gas
engine MAZ 203L65; streamlined
semitrailer MAZ-643029; automobile
office Kupava 478810.
Low-floor city bus MAZ 203L65
working on compressed natural
gas was created on the base of
the low-floor city bus MAZ 203
which has proven itself in Belarus,
Russia and other countries. The
bus has a convenient passenger
compartment and an ergonomic
driver’s workplace.
Streamlined semitrailer MAZ643029-1420-012
with
wheel
configuration 6x4 is distinguished
by enforced rear mount which
allows pushing semitrailers in a road
train with full mass of up to 65 tons.
There are versions for working with
both semitrailer trucks and dump
carriers.
Automobile Kupava 478810 on
MAZ underframe is manufactured on
the base of a medium-duty underframe
4x2 of MAZ-4371 type. Office on
wheels consists of two compartments:
a quite roomy comfortable conference

room and a kitchen
conference room has a
sofa, a table, an air
and a TV-set. There is

block. The
comfortable
conditioner
a possibility

for demonstration of presentations
(multimedia connection). There are
a gas stove, a sink and a fridge in the
kitchen.
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Stadler-Minsk CJSC has for
the first time participated in the
exhibition. ‘Our goal at the exhibition
is to establish long-term relations with
clients’ noted Philip Brunner, Director
of the company. ‘We also hope to
meet our potential clients. And, most
importantly, with our participation in
the exhibition we want to show that we
are in Belarus and we have products
which we develop and want to sell’.

Stadler has been producing trains
for 75 years already. The company
develops and produces various
products in the field of railway and city
transport, such as, for example, highspeed rolling equipment, intercity
trains, reginal and shuttle trains,
metropolitan trains, tramway trains
and tramways. Stadler also produces
road engines and car movers, as well
as passenger cars.

Belorusneft
is
a
state
petrochemical company performing
exploration, digging, oil extraction
and sales. Igor Grechanovskiy, Head
of Corporate Sales Department,
spoke about the development of the
company and plans for the future: ‘We
are constantly developing, our network
is growing fast; for example, 25 objects
added last year. We introduce services
of charging electro-cars at our fuel
stations; we have electric charger
stations in Gomel and Minsk, they are
also available at highway to Lithuania;
so, car owners can already stop by
and charge their cars. We plan to
develop this programme further and
create corresponding infrastructure
at more than 40 objects within several
years. We have a reconstruction
programme for the existing fuel
stations which, in fact, get totally
transformed: on the place of an old
fuel station a new modern complex
appears. We develop services. This

year, we realised a project and,
technically, opened Western Europe
for our corporate clients fuelling with
tank cards. We offer them possibility to
fuel at more than 40 thousands fuelling

stations in Europe by agreement. At
the exhibition, we want to find new
partners, improve connections with
old ones and become friends with
them.’
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Lithuanian Railways SJSC is
the largest enterprise of the transport
sector of Lithuania. The company is
among ten most effective enterprises
in the field in Europe. The enterprise
creates about 1.5% of the country’s
gross national product and is one
of the most up-to-date railway
enterprises in the Eastern and Central
Europe. Situated on the crossing
of transport directions East–West
and North–South, Lithuania is a
natural connecting part in provision
of continuous transit of cargo to and
from the CIS countries and Asia to
the Western Europe which organises

effective connection between the EU
and the CIS countries.
Mantas Dubauskas, Director of
the Communications Department,
shared his impressions of the
exhibition and spoke about the plans
of the company: ‘We take part in the
exhibition in order to represent our
company, and it is very important for
us to meet our clients and partners.
I think it is a very good place for
negotiations.’

United Transport and Logistics
Company (UTLC JSC) deals with
cargo container transportations in
part of regular container trains in traffic
China–Europe along the territories
of the EEU countries: Republic of
Kazakhstan, Russian Federation
and the Republic of Belarus. The
Shareholders of the Company are:
Russian Railways JSC, Belarusian
Railway SA and JSC NC Kazakhstan
Temir Zholy.
The main goal of the transit container
service operator in traffic China–
Europe–China is to increase the volume
of transportation along the railway
infrastructure of the EEU countries.
Company’s key advantages include
optimisation of the cost of transportation,
increased speed, regularity of services,
simplified paperwork and customeroriented approach.
‘We have a new joint project with

Belintertrans’ noted Yuliya Kostikova,
lead client manager. ‘That is container
transportation: export from Belarus to
China providing new conditions and
transit time of only 6 days. Concerning

the exhibition, we have met a lot
of clients here, we are expecting
requests in our address and hope to
increase volumes and cooperation
with Belarusian companies.’
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Gomelzheldortrans
is
a
transport and forwarding enterprise
possessing a large network of
production sites and point of loading
in Gomel and Gomel region. Tatiana
Rogacheva, Head of the Logistics
and Forwarding Department, and
Tatiana Sudas, Deputy Head of the
enterprise on cargo work, spoke
about the work of the company:
‘Our enterprise provides transport
and logistics services which are in
demand today: cargo forwarding
including storage and load, as
well as creation of high-quality
supporting conditions. The majority
of our clients are enterprises located
on the territory of Gomel and Gomel
region.’

Transit
Transport
and
Logistics Centre has for the first
time participated in the exhibition.
The list of services provided by the
company includes cargo shipment
and
passenger
transportation,
provision of warehouse facilities
for cargo storage and customs
clearance. Yuriy Svirid, Deputy
Director on Commerce, noted: ‘Our
main advantage is, undoubtedly, our
location, since we are close to the
border of the European Union and
the EEU Customs Union which opens
large possibilities for widening the
geography of transportation.’

TUT and TAM Logistics ALC
has taken part in the exhibition for
the first time, offering up-to-date
logistics services of cargo storage and
transportation.
Yekaterina
Kresik,
account
manager of the company, told in
details about peculiarities of the
company’s operations: ‘The scale,
responsiveness, reliability and high
technological effectiveness are key
characteristics of our work. We render a
full range of services required to move
goods along the whole supply chain.
Storage and warehouse processing
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of goods are carried out at up-to-date
A-class warehouse spaces, goods are
delivered all across Belarus within 24
hours after a request is received from
the customer. We have an extensive

branch network comprising 8 regional
cross-dock sites. Major international
manufacturing
companies
and
distributors are among our committed
partners. Thanks to expertise of our

employees, responsible and customeroriented approach to work, we have
achieved high results in logistics and
are by right one of the leaders in the
market of the Republic of Belarus”.

South Caucasus Railway CJSC
(SCR CJS) is a subsidiary of Russian
Railways OJSC. It provides concession
management of the Armenian railway
infrastructure. The company has been
operating in the market of Armenian
railway transportation for nine years so
far. It implements programmes aimed
at railway infrastructure upgrade,
improvement of both domestic and
international transportations.
Sergei Valko, Director General of
SCR CJS, announced two projects
presented by the company at the
exhibition. The first one concerns
cargo transportations through Iran to
EEU, EU and CIS countries. Cargo
transportations via Caucasus – Poti –
Caucasus ferry are effected within the
second project.
Sergei Valko noted that “the key
project we present here is transportations via Caucasus – Poti – Caucasus
ferry. We get in Georgia via Armenia,
then – via Caucasus – cargoes go
to EEU countries. It applies both to
exportation and importation. Sergei

Valko told that “Benefit is evident not
only in terms of the delivery time, but
also in terms of their comparative inexpensiveness – a difference of 10 to
20 % as compared with road transportations. This variant of transportations
is also very advantageous for Belarus,

because the Russian Railways set a
50 % discount for all EEU countries.
The SCR stand was visited by
Anatoliy Sivak, Belarusian Minister of
Transport and Communications, and
Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister
of the Republic of Belarus.

in a part of carriage built-up, repairs
of carriages and maintenance
vehicles, manufacture and repairs
of carriage assemblies and parts.

Over the past year we have mastered
the manufacture of finished axles
and made a bench for hydraulic
transmission check.

Minsk Carriage Repair Plant
Open
Joint-Stock
Company
(MCRP OJSC). The company was
founded in 1871, when it had the form
of carriage and steam-engine repair
workshops. In 1927 the workshops
were transformed into the Flame of
Revolution Plant and the name of
Minsk Carriage Repair Plant was used
starting from 1931.
Sergei Doroshevich, Head of
MCRP OJSC’s Marketing Department,
told: ‘We represent the Minsk Carriage
Repair Plant that primarily deals in
repairs of the passenger carriage
rolling stock, self-propelled rolling
stock, wheel pairs and carriage
interior design. The whole range of the
company’s services is demonstrated
at the exhibition. The plant has a
certified quality management system
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MTZ Transmash OJSC is
company dealing with development
and manufacture of high-performance
brake systems that ensure safe
movement of the railway and
underground rolling stock in line with
international standards and completely
adequate to customer requirements,
thus ensuring environmental and
human health concern.
The company’s products, including those in the developmental stage,
are protected by Russian and international patents. Thanks to a high technological level, quality and reliability
of its products, MTZ Transmash continues to be an aknowledged leader
in its field. Over 1.5 mln of railway and
underground rolling stock units are
equipped with the company’s braking
apparatus in the CIS countries, Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, a number of countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
MTZ
Transmash
currently
participates in research aimed
at improvement and creation of
advanced design brake systems for
locomotives and carriages, industrial
transport and underground railway.

Highly qualified personnel and stateof-the-art research facilities make it
possible to create brake equipment

appropriate to various operation
conditions within a short period of
time.

Belarusian Potash Company
OJSC is one of the world’s top
suppliers of mineral fertilizers. The

company provides with fertilizers more
than 100 countries of the world –
among them there are European

countries, India, China, Central and
Southern America, Asian Pacific
Region, Africa and Middle East,
but continues to move beyond that
developing new markets and striving
to extend its influence in the most
promising markets.
Irina Savchenko, spokesperson
of Belarusian Potash Company
OJSC pointed out: ‘Participation in
this exhibition gives us an excellent
possibility to consolidate the existing
business relations and to discuss
prospective ways of our logistical
system
optimisation,
because
responsive and efficient logistics is
one of key competitive advantages
of our company. We appreciate the
reliability of partnership and aim to
meet the customers’ requirements
as much as possible. Among other
things, this is achieved owing to
the fact that the company has an
extensive global sales network. This
ensures stability of supplies to all
regions of the world regardless of the
season’.
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Mogilev Carriage Construction
Plant Closed Joint-Stock Company
(MCCP CJSC) is the only freight railway
rolling stock manufacturer in the Republic
of Belarus. The company actively
promotes its products at the exhibition.
During the period of its operation
the company manufactured and
sold over 12 thousand carriages
(gondola cars, hopper cars) both in
the domestic and foreign markets of
the countries belonging to the 1520
gauge area. Capacity of MCCP CJSC’s
manufacturing lines is 3000 unit/year.
Carriages are manufactured using up-todate equipment that ensures their perfect
quality. All products have certificates and
have the right to run across the whole
railway network of the 1520 gauge area.

In previous years, IBA participated
in international Transport and Logistics
Exhibitions by presentation of its
solutions jointly with domestic transport

AvantRail LLC is a company that is
an expert in organisation and support
of freight railway transportations in
the territory of CIS and Baltic states.
Evgeny Kulik, freight forwarding
specialist, told about the company
as follows: ‘Provision of forwarding
services is a key field of our company’s
activity. We cooperate with customers
from Russia, Latvia, Lithuania and
Kazakhstan. Neighbouring states
of the former USSR account for
approximately 90 % of cargo
transportations”.

companies, but in 2017 it took part in the
exhibition as an independent exhibitor
for the first time, having presented its
solutions for the transport industry.

Inna Igontova, Head of the
Company’s Marketing Communications
Department, told about developments
by IBA Group: ‘Our company offers a
whole range of automation solutions
for the transport industry. These are
management systems for warehouses,
heavy- duty sites, container terminals,
assets of transportation companies
and their lifecycle, information analysis
systems for decision-making support,
finance and resource management
systems,
company
operation
management systems, dispatcher
control and municipal transport fare
payment systems, and other B2B and
B2G services. New developments
comprise the contactless underground
fare payment using a VISA card issued
by any bank. The first terminal of this
kind is installed and works at Plošča
Lienina metro station.
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Special attention in AvantRail
is paid to creation of favourable

conditions for long-term cooperation,
while skilled personnel perform their

duties with as much professional
expertise and reliability as possible.

Educational and Methodological Centre for Education in
Railway Transport (EMC ERT) has
participated in the exhibition for the
first time. One of key areas of the
institution is publication of specialised
materials for universities and technical
schools in the field of railway transport.
Vasiliy Mishkin, Deputy Director of the
EMC ERT, noted that “Paper media
are not so largely in-demand today;
therefore we offer print publications
in the electronic format and computer
teacher programmes for various
speciality. In addition, the centre
gives an opportunity to specialists to
take advanced training or retraining
courses.

Beldorsvyaz RUE is the only
communications service provider
in the road industry. Viktor Lipnitsky,
Deputy Director of Beldorsvyaz
RUE, told about the company’s
developments. Viktor Lipnitsky pointed
out: ‘We offer up-to-date video
surveillance, weather observation,
radio communication and digital
transmission systems’. Beldorsvyaz
also renders services of construction
of fibre optical telecommunications
lines and electrical supply networks.
The company is among the best ones
in the field of creation of up-to-date
telecommunication networks in the
road industry in the territory of the
Republic of Belarus.

Ralados has been successfully
operating
in
the
market
of
transportation
and
forwarding
services since 1998. During the
whole period of its activity the
company has acquired a vast

experience in rendering a suite of
services required for transportation
of cargoes according to door-todoor pattern. The company deals in
multimodal, railway, road, sea and air
transportations. The task of Ralados

consists in releasing the customer
from solving issues related to delivery
of their cargo as much as possible.
Olga Kondrasheva, First Deputy
Director of Ralados, noted: ‘The
company has been in the market for
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almost 20 years. We are freight carriers
and forwarders. We arrange delivery of
cargoes all over the world; besides, we
have our own motor vehicles. We are
also associated members of BAME,
BAMAP and Union of the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry. In addition,
we are dealers of software tools for
railway transportations: STM for the
CIS countries and ERIC for Europe’.

Belex Group of Companies
offers its cargo delivery services on the
long-term basis: road transportations,
railway
transportations;
sea
transportations, air transportations,
multimodal transportations.
Belex-Logistic ALC was founded
in 1995 as a firm dealing primarily in
freight forwarding. The company has
acquired good reputation in terms of
reliability and quality of its services.
When offering international road
cargo transportations services, BelexLogistic ALC takes into consideration
individual demands of the customer
and gives several alternative variants of
the delivery. Along with its own vehicle
fleet comprising over 70 curtain-sided
cars and refrigerator trucks, the firm
cooperates with a large group of subcontractors on a regular basis.

A new solution for automation of the
search of cargo owners and carriers
was presented by CargoSpectre,
the company that participated in the
exhibition for the first time. Tatiana
Sukholet, the project leader, noted:
‘CARGO.LT. is a specialised web-portal
helping to connect cargo carriers and
transportation customers. Both sides
register at the portal and set necessary
transportation parameters. If there are
any hits, the system automatically notifies
about them. A catalogue of companies,
their ratings and customer feedback
are available at the site; therefore both
the customer and the carrier actually
have options to choose from’. About 45
thousand companies from Europe and
Asia, including 5 thousand Belarusian
companies, are portal users at this time.
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Volvo Group BLR FLLC showed
at the exhibition trucks Volvo FH and
Renault T. Remarkable features of
Volvo FH: 460 hp, gearbox I-shift,
automatic transmission, large tanks,
fuel efficiency programme, driving
axle lifting mechanism in the two-axle
bodywork. Renault T was presented
in the following configuration: 430 hp,
gearbox Optidriver+, 11-litre turbo
diesel. In addition, the company
representatives told the stand visitors
about universal Volvo FM, more
compact models FL and FE that are
ideally suited to the urban environment
and about the most powerful Volvo
FMS intended for work at construction
sites.

M&M Militzer & Munch Foreign
Enterprise is a transportation
forwarding company that operates all
modes of transport and carries out
road, air, sea and railway deliveries.
The company also deals with express
delivery of documents and small
cargoes in the international and
domestic levels. Yury Martsinkevich,
the
company’s
transportation
arrangement engineer, noted: ‘At the
exhibition, we present all our services,
meet existing customers and hope to
find new ones’.

Osipovichi Transport MachineBuilding Plant Closed Joint-Stock
Company started serial production
of tank containers of model T11-254
for bulk cargo transportation. Ludmila
Mironchik, marketing specialist, told:
‘We manufacture freight rolling stock,
flat cars, tank cars and containers.
The company renders a broad range
of services – repairs of containers
and services for the general public
in a broad sense (metal working,
etc.). We hoped to meet more
cargo transportation operators at
the exhibition, but in a whole the
exhibition is fine, we would like to
thank its hosts’.
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Transmashholding CJSC was
founded in 2002. This is a Russian
company specialising in development
and production of the rolling stock for
railways and urban transport systems.
Besides, the company manufactures
diesels of various applications and
rolling stock components. Alexander
Murashko, chief specialist for
service and technical support of the
products, told: ‘We participate in
the exhibition in order to see and be
seen, to have a look at novelties of
potential customers. We have already
held several interesting meetings,
including with the Belarusian Railway,
and outlined joint areas where we are
ready to cooperate’.

Imextrade Foreign Unitary
Enterprise was registered in 2002 and
now it is one of the oldest Belarusian
companies that render transport and
forwarding services. Imextrade is one
of the leading forwarding agents in
the market of international railway
and multimodal transportations in
the territory of Belarus, other CIS
countries and Baltic states. The
company representatives pointed out:
‘We render high-quality transport and
forwarding services at competitive
prices. All services meet individual
demands of each customer.

Kapsch TrafficCom AG is a
provider of smart transport systems
intended for collection of road tolls,
traffic control, smart urban mobility
and ensuring safety of the traffic and
smart vehicles.
The company provides package
solutions: starting from components
and construction to implementation
and operation of the systems. Mobility
support solutions, which are provided by
the company, work to improve the road
traffic safety, ensure reliability, efficiency
and comfort of road traffic in the cities
and on highways. The company also
cares about the environment helping to
reduce its pollution.
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Belsnabprom ALC has been
operating in the air transportation
market since 2001. Years-long
partnership with leading airlines in the
field air cargo transportations gives us
an opportunity to offer our customers
a broad reach of air transportations,
most suitable delivery times, flexible
price policy and acceptable payment
terms. Belsnabprom has an extensive
customer base comprising, along with
private customers, leading Belarusian
exporters of industrial equipment and
machinery and foreign companies
and
international
humanitarian
organisations.

Adlergroup Company has been
operating in the market of transport

and forwarding services for 10 years,
being one of the leaders in the

arrangement of transportations in
Belarus and outside its territory. The
headquarters of Adlergroup is located
in Minsk. The mission of Adlergroup
is to create and maintain a dynamic
cargo delivery system based on
transport logistics, to become firmly
established on leading positions
in its professional area. Partners
of Adlergroup are manufacturing
and processing enterprises and
companies dealing in importation/
exportation of raw materials and
finished products, as well as leading
transport and forwarding companies
and intermediary firms from the
Western and Eastern Europe, CIS
and Baltic countries. This enables to a
full package of provide transport and
forwarding services.

Plaske JSC has been operating in
the transport service market for more
than 17 years. The organisation is
represented by a group of companies
with offices based in the territory of
Russia, Ukraine, Switzerland and
Bulgaria. The company presented a full
range of its services at the exhibition.
Plaske JSC provides logistical
assessment, route development,
arrangement of transportation and
payment of carriage charges, customs
clearance and related services.
As was pointed out at the
company’s stand; ‘the transport
and
forwarding
agency
deals
in consultations to consignors,
consignees and cargo owners with

regard to preparation of contracts and
shipping documents in accordance
with legislative requirements, forms

convenient logistic schemes, arranges
transportations, prepares and delivers
cargoes using all modes of transport’.
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Amkodor OJSC is the major
CIS manufacturer of road-building,
municipal, snow-cleaning, forest,
agricultural and other special-purpose
machinery and equipment. The
holding has capacities to manufacture
over 5 thousand machinery units.
The product range comprises over
120 models and modifications.
All enterprises within the holding
produce up to 650 types of product,
including assemblies and machinery
components.
At the exhibition, the company
presented its developments: forklift
truck AMKODOR 450C2, forklift
truck AMKODOR 426, forklift truck
AMKODOR E16, electric fork truck
AMKODOR E25S33, manual pallet

truck ÒÃ 20. According to the company
representatives, tests of a new

improved lineup of loaders currently
proceed to completion.

BelGAZavtoservice Holding is
the official distributor of GAZ OJSC in
the territory of the Republic of Belarus.
The company has been holding the
leading position in the Belarusian
commercial transport market for more
than 20 years. At the exhibition, the
company presented new minibus
GAZelle NEXT. It is notable for its upto-date design, high level of comfort,
good functionality and the best
price in its class. The vehicle can be
used both as a fixed-route taxi-bus
and for operation in the corporate
transportation segment.

Sergei Kosyak, chief specialist
of sales department in BelTransSputnik Company, demonstrated
the main new product, i.e. an up-todate mobile application for transportation support. Sergei Kosyak noted
that ‘Using the application one can
communicate with drivers even in
roaming. It is much cheaper than
SMS. There is a possibility to send
tasks along the route, taking into
consideration fuelling at those filling
stations that are cost-efficient for the
company. This route is also formed
with a glance to the fuel level and the
tank volume, fuel consumption in different motion cycles (when loaded
and unloaded, in the modes of city/
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motorway, etc.). I would like to point
out separately that all tasks for a
route can be promptly changed online and the driver will see it without
fail. Transfer of scanned documents
and other files by the driver helps to

save time. Current location of the
vehicle, speed, fuel consumption,
fuel filling indicators and other useful
information is seen in the GPS-monitoring system provided by BelTransSputnik. There is also a possibility to

receive analytic reports’. As compared to the previous year, the company upgraded its logistics, added
new high-demand information layers
on the maps and extended its dealer
network.

Exhibition ‘Transport and
Logistics–2017’ completed
its work.

See you at the exhibition
‘Transport and
Logistics–2018’!
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FIGURES AND FACTS
Exhibition
80+

Exhibiting companies

38%

Foreign exhibiting companies

28%

New exhibiting companies

9

Participating countries

4

Collective and national exposition stands

3 220
6

Square metres of the exposition
Information partners of the exposition

Business Programme
8
11
8

Meetings, fora, conferences, seminars, presentations, contests
International negotiations
Participating countries

Geography of Participants

Armenia

Austria

Belarus

China

France

Kazakhstan

Latvia

Lithuania

Poland

Russia

Sweden

Ukraine
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